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Abstract

This paper focuses on the functioning of Belarusian Russian in the
second half of 2020-21 against the background of the presidential
elections in Belarus. As a prominent historical event, the elections of
2020-21 had a major impact on the sociolinguistic situation in Belarus.
They caused the intensification of the creative capacity of Belarusian
Russian, which led to the creation of new lexical items and the revival
of some old ones to name the current concepts. A lack of dialogue
between the opposing sides has caused the usage of the same words
with different meanings and facilitated the formation of their
pragmatic ambivalence. The innovations arise not only in Russian, but
also in the Belarusian-Russian language continuum, which manifests
itself in the new contact-induced formations in Belarusian Russian.
And though the language of the protests which followed the elections
was primarily Belarusian Russian, the symbolic role of the Belarusian
language in the protest movement increases.

1. Introduction – Current political situation in Belarus

On August 9, 2020, the presidential elections took place in Belarus.

Alexander Lukashenko has been the president of Belarus since July 20, 1994.

The most powerful opposition candidates (including Viktor Babariko1 and

Sergei Tikhanovsky who were detained, and Valery Tsepkalo), were not

allowed to participate in the elections. As a result, the three strongest

1
Belarus has two official languages; therefore, the names of Belarusians can be transcribed both from

Belarusian and from Russian. As this paper deals with the Russian language, names are transcribed from
Russian.
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campaign headquarters joined with Svetlana Tikhanovskaya as the main

opposition candidate.

According to the official data, Alexander Lukashenko won the elections

with 80.10 % of the votes, Svetlana Tikhanovskaya got 10.12 %, and the three

remaining candidates got 1.14-1.67 %. The presidential elections were followed

by massive, unprecedented protests contesting the election outcomes, as well

as a brutal crackdown on protesters.

Over time, the protest suppression became more intense, and many

activists were jailed or had to leave the country, while the protest movement in

Belarus shifted mostly to partisan strategies. At the beginning of December

2021, more than 900 people were recognised as political prisoners2, and this

number is constantly growing.

At the same time, the protests are not limited by Belarusian borders.

Svetlana Tikhanovskaya has regular meetings with the heads of different

European states. The political activity also involves diasporas, including people

who had to leave Belarus in 2020-21 for political reasons.

The aim of this work is to reveal sociolinguistic and structural (lexical)

characteristics of Belarusian Russian in the context of the political crisis of

2020-21. This period is particularly interesting for sociolinguistic studies

because, as we assume, it has intensified the tendencies in different spheres of

social life. The future of Belarus, including its languages, vastly depends on the

outcome of the current events.

The political crisis in Belarus that started in the second half of 2020 is

widely discussed in world media, but has rarely become the subject of scientific

research. Apart from security matters, we should take into account the fact

that sociopolitical processes are actively developing, which hampers proper

interpretation and drawing conclusions from the data.

In the linguistic literature, protest discourse has been described much

more comprehensively than a pro-governmental one. The collection of papers

“Kommunikacija v èpoxu protestov” (2021) ‘Communication in times of

protests’ was released, and there are also several articles on protests, e.g.

Kiklevič/Potexina (2021) and Lukašanec (in press). Pro-governmental discourse 

is covered less extensively. A few exceptions include a short article by Inga

Voyush (2020) on the topic of Belarusian propaganda, as well as discussions of

2
https://prisoners.spring96.org/en#list [acc. 12.12.2021]
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the ideological conflict in songs in the work of Marina Scharlaj (2021). Our work

focuses on the interaction of the pro-governmental and protest discourses.

The data for the study included texts and videos from electronic media

sources. We analysed texts written by the political leaders (first of all,

Alexander Lukashenko and Svetlana Tikhanovskaya), journalists, and ordinary

Belarusians. The material was also collected from the corpus of picket signs

(both protest and pro-governmental ones), which is now under development.

2. Sociolinguistic characteristics of Belarusian Russian during the
2020-21 protests

Historically, Belarus was a multilingual country where the functioning of

languages and their varieties changed according to sociopolitical

circumstances. Today, Belarus has two official languages, with Russian (its

Belarusian variety) being the main means of communication. According to the

2019 Census, 71 % of native Belarusians use Russian in their everyday

communication3. The complexity of the language situation in Belarus lies in

the close kinship of the contact languages – Russian and Belarusian. This

results in the Belarusian-Russian language continuum that includes several

contact-induced varieties: the Russian language with some traces of relatively

strong Belarusian influence, Belarusian-Russian mixed speech, and the

Belarusian language influenced by Russian in varying degrees (Goritskaya

2019). The particularities of Belarusian Russian are not only induced by

language contacts, but are also formed by the internal resources of the Russian

language.

Political crisis events are important for the theory of pluricentric

languages, because language is defined as pluricentric mainly on the basis of

the sociolinguistic (political) criterion, i.e. the usage of language (firstly, as an

official one) in more than one country (Muhr 2012, etc.). At the same time, it is

obvious that the functioning of a language within the borders of sovereign

countries will inevitably lead to the development of language particularities,

which demonstrates the link between structural and sociolinguistic criteria of

pluricentric language definition.

For example, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the formation of

sovereign states, including Belarus, have changed the status of the Russian

3
https://www.belstat.gov.by/upload/iblock/471/471b4693ab545e3c40d206338ff4ec9e.pdf

[acc. 12.12.2021]
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language. Michael Clyne (1992: 3) defined it as monocentric, while nowadays

the idea of Russian being a pluricentric language is articulated more and more

often (see the collective monographs “The Soft Power” (2019) and “The Russian

language outside Russia” (2020),which include articles on the Russian language

in Belarus).

Let us consider the influence of the political factor on the functioning of

the Belarusian Russian. The structural (phonetical, lexical and grammatical)

specificity of the Russian language in Belarus dates back to the Soviet times, or

even earlier, see the collective monograph “The Russian language in Belarus”

(1985). After retaining sovereignty, Belarus has also developed new features of

Belarusian Russian. The conditions of life in a sovereign state inevitably led to

the formation of respective cultural phenomena that needed to be named, such

as belka ‘Belarusian ruble’ or palatka from Palata predstavitelej ‘the lower

chamber of the Belarusian Parliament’. There is an ongoing development of a

unique Belarusian cultural and communicative space. Though the Belarusian

people watch Russian TV, read Russian newspapers and magazines, etc., the

role of local media is crucial, and with the spread of the internet, there are

more and more possibilities to choose the local content. However, recently, a

lot of Belarusian media has been blocked, and according to the number of jailed

journalists, Belarus ranks 5th in the world4.

We assume that the political factor (the formation of a sovereign state)

primarily has an influence not on the structural, but on the sociolinguistic

aspect of the functioning of the pluricentric languages; in particular, on the

social meaning of the language variants. In Soviet times, Russian was

considered the main language that united all Soviet people, and in the

academic mainstream the dominating idea was that the language policy in

relation to the Belarusian national variety (naciolekt ‘natiolect’, in the

terminology of Anatolij Giruckij and Arnol’d Mixnevič), “is about making every 

organised scientific, methodological, and other effort to bring the Belarusian

national variety closer to the Russian standard language which, in fact, is the

task of achieving the full, harmonic, equal, pure (autonomous, coordinative)

Belarusian-Russian bilingualism” (Mixnevič/Giruckij 1982:79).  

Today, both the academic community and the society in general, treat

Belarusian Russian more diversely – there are both monocentric and

pluricentric approaches to Russian (Goritskaya 2018). The spread of the

4
https://cpj.org/reports/2021/12/number-of-journalists-behind-bars-reaches-global-high [acc. 12.12.2021]
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pluricentric view on the Russian language is politically determined: the

national variety of the language is one of the symbols of Belarus as a sovereign

country. Yet, the particularities of the Belarusian language situation are that

the symbolic function here (as a marker of national identity) is assigned to the

Belarusian language (Mečkovskaja 2003: 124), which is one of the factors that 

slows down the divergence of the Belarusian and Russian varieties of the

Russian language.

The sovereignty of Belarus seems to be the value that today unites both

the supporters and the opponents of the current authorities5. At the same time,

the accusations of the prospective “surrender of sovereignty” by the

opponents come from both sides.

Alexander Lukashenko: Čto kasaetsja togo, čto Belarus’ vojdet v sostav SŠA, 
Velikobritanii ili Rossii, – èto absoljutnaja glupost’. Nedavno ja na ètot vopros
tože otvečal. My s Putinym, i rukovodstvo Rossii i Belarusi v celom, dostatočno 
umny, čtoby v ramkax dvux nezavisimyx, suverennyx gosudarstv sozdat’ takoj 
sojuz, kotoryj budet ešče sil’nee unitarnogo obrazovanija, Takoj vopros [o 
potere nezavisimosti i vxoždenii v sostav Rossii] v povestke dnja ne stoit
voobšče. Èto vydumka kollektivnogo Zapada, kak u nas govorjat. I nikakix cen 
zdes’ net i byt’ ne možet. Suverenitet i nezavisimost’ ljuboj strany ne
pokupaetsja i ne prodaetsja6. –
[To say that Belarus would become part of the United States, Britain or
Russia is an absolute fallacy. I answered this question recently. Putin
and I, and the entire leadership of Russia and Belarus, are intelligent
enough to create a union of two independent states that would be even
stronger than either of these separate entities. This issue isn’t on the
agenda at all. This is a product of collective Western imagination, as
we say here, and I say this to you sincerely. There are no prices. The
sovereignty and independence of any country is not for sale.]
Svetlana Tikhanovskaya: U nas i tak dve suverennye strany. I Sojuznoe
gosudarstvo ne predpolagaet sdaču suvereniteta. I suverenitet, i nezavisimost’ 
– dlja Belarusi èto vysšaja cennost’. I nikto ne sobiraetsja eju torgovat’sja.
Integracija uže nastol’ko gluboka meždu našimi dvumja stranami, i

5
The sociological study led by political scientist Andrey Kazakevich and sociologist Andrey Vardomatsky

before the 2020 elections has shown that only 24.9 % of the respondents consider sovereignty a value
worth sacrificing citizens’ standard of living for. 51.6 % of the respondents spoke in favor of preserving the
standard of living even at the expense of a partial relinquishment of the sovereignty. The rest of the
respondents have not given a definitive answer to this question. We have not found the scientific paper
presenting the results of this survey; therefore, we rely on the commentary given by the project leaders to
the media: https://nashaniva.com/?c=ar&i=255834&lang=ru/.

6
https://president.gov.by/ru/events/intervyu-telekompanii-cnn [acc. 12.12.2021]
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èkonomičeskaja v častnosti, čto nam s ètim žit’7.
[We already have two sovereign countries and the Common State is
not about surrendering sovereignty. Sovereignty and independence
are important values for Belarus and no one is going to bargain this.
Integration is so deep between our two countries, and, we will first of
all have to live with it in the economic sphere.]

As for the role of Russian in the life of the Belarusian society and the

direction of the language policy, even the opposing leaders have rather similar

opinions on this.

Traditionally, while using Russian, Alexander Lukashenko, speaks in

favour of bilingualism (though the equality of Belarusian and Russian declared

in Belarus leads to the displacement of Belarusian by Russian) and the position

has not changed in times of crisis. Here is a fragment of his speech at the All-

Belarusian National Assembly, February 11, 2021:

U nas dva rodnyx jazyka. Belorusskij i russkij. I tot, kto segodnja otkazyvaetsja
ot ètogo velikogo nasledstva, kak govoril velikij Lenin: «Očen’ ser’ezno 
riskuet». Poterjat’ jazyk možno. Velikij russkij jazyk, gde mnogo našej
belorusskoj duši. Jazyk — èto postojanno razvivajuščajasja materija. Esli my 
èto poterjaem, my nikogda bol’še èto ne vernem. Poètomu belorusskij i naš
russkij jazyk — oni budut vsegda dostojaniem našej nacii, i my ne budem
travit’ ljudej… I davit’, čtoby oni ne razgovarivali na russkom jazyke8.
[We have two native languages. Belarusian and Russian. And those who
deny this great inheritance, as the great Lenin said, “risk a lot”. You
can lose a language. The great Russian language with a large part of
our Belarusian soul. Language is constantly changing. If we lose it, we
will never get it back again. That is why the Belarusian and our
Russian language – they will always be national treasures, and we will
not poison people... or insist that people do not speak Russian.]

Generally, Lukashenko’s role in the development of the Belarusian

variety of Russian is contradictory. On the one hand, Lukashenko created

conditions for the development of the Belarusian variety of Russian. In fact, it

was done at the expense of scaling down the Belarusisation policy in the first

half of the 1990s. This language policy was largely caused due to the fact that in

the 1990s, especially in the early years of Lukashenko’s governance, the

political forces in Belarus were opposed to one another’s languages, and

7
https://echo.msk.ru/programs/tuz/2925800-echo [acc. 12.12.2021]

8
https://president.gov.by/ru/events/shestoe-vsebelorusskoe-narodnoe-sobranie [acc. 12.12.2021]
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Belarusian was perceived as the language of opposition. Moreover, support of

Russian is in line with the policy aimed at the preservation of the Soviet

heritage (it was not a coincidence that the official status of Russian was

announced at the same Referendum of 1995 where the Soviet symbols were

reinstated).

On the other hand, Lukashenko himself speaks Russian which is

extensively influenced by Belarusian. As it is difficult to draw the clear

boundaries within the Belarusian-Russian language continuum, Lukashenko’s

speech is sometimes perceived as not the Belarusian variety of Russian, but as

Belarusian-Russian mixed speech that is stigmatised (Hentschel 2017).

Therefore, Russian speech largely influenced by Belarusian, as well as

Belarusian-Russian mixed speech, is associated with Lukashenko and his

circles, which is not always positively coloured.

Svetlana Tikhanovskaya shares a similar approach to the language

policy. Here is a fragment from her interview with Russian radio station “Echo

of Moscow” on October 26, 2021:

Na samom dele, mnogo sporov v Belarusi, potomu čto za stol’ko let u nas sejčas 
dva jazyka gosudarstvennyx: rossijkij [russkij] i belorusskij. I, k sožaleniju,
belorusskie jazyk i kul’tura kak-to otodvigalis’ na zadnij plan. Konečno, my 
kak gosudarstvo, kak strana so svoim jazykom, so svoej kul’turoj vynuždeny
budem vozroždat’ belorusskij jazyk. No èto ne značit, čto my budem protiv 
russkogo jazyka. U nas bol’šaja čast’ naselenija govorit na russkom jazyke. I 
èto pravo ljudej. Budet odin gosudarstvennyj jazyk libo ne budet – èto uže
budet rešat’sja posle vyborov novym prezidentom s učastiem belorusskix 
ljudej. Budut oprosy kakie-to. Ja ne znaju, kak èto budet organizovano. No
ničego protiv russkogo jazyka, Rossii belorusy ne imejut9.–
[In reality, the reason for many arguments in Belarus is that for so
many years we have had two official languages: Russian and
Belarusian. And unfortunately, the Belarusian language and culture
have been set aside to some extent. Of course, we as a nation, as a
country with its own language and its own culture will have to revive
the Belarusian language. But it doesn’t mean that we will be against
Russian. The majority of our people speak Russian, and they have the
right to do so. Either we will or will not have one official language –
the new president will make this decision after the elections, together
with the Belarusian people. Maybe there will be some surveys. I don’t
know about the form. But Belarusians have nothing against the
Russian language or Russia itself.]

9
https://echo.msk.ru/programs/tuz/2925800-echo [acc. 12.12.2021].
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It is worth mentioning that among the opponents, Svetlana

Tikhanovskaya is attributed with another view of the language policy, if one

compares it with this fragment from the speech by Lukashenko:

…perevod vospitatel’noj raboty v armii isključitel’no na belorusskij jazyk. 
Belorusskij jazyk dolžen byt’ odnoznačno vveden i poval’no, načinaja s 
detskogo sada i zakančivaja nami. Bez kommentariev10. –
[… education in armed forces should only be carried out in Belarusian.
The Belarusian language should be introduced everywhere, from
kindergarten to us [governmental authorities]. No comments.]

The usage of Russian as the main language of the election campaign by

the opposition and protest movement is the result of a gradual change in

language attitudes in Belarusian society. Over time, the Belarusian language

became more politically neutral. It happened naturally as a result of socio-

political transformations. As a political force, nationally oriented opposition

became much weaker in comparison to the 1990s, especially in the first half of

the decade, which has been matched by the changes of language attitudes in

Belarusian society. The young respondents showed that “proficiency in

Belarusian is not clearly correlated with the educational level of the

respondents, and most importantly, with the pro-western (EU) or pro-eastern

(Russia) political orientation” (Hentschel et al. 2016: 74). Nevertheless, a part of

the pro-opposition Belarusian society criticised Tikhanovskaya and her team

for insufficient attention to the national question and the Belarusian language

in general, which demonstrates the ideological heterogeneity of the protest

movement.

Pro-governmental discourse is mainly Russian-speaking (newspapers,

magazines, Telegram-channels and other media use the same language as

Alexander Lukashenko); Belarusian protests are otherwise, multilingual. The

multilingualism of the protests is connected not only with the specificity of the

sociolinguistic situation in Belarus, but also with its foreign policy orientation

and active participation of diasporas in protest activities (see

Warditz/Goritskaya 2021 for details). Therefore, the Belarusian variety of the

Russian language cannot be considered separately, other components of the

sociolinguistic situation (firstly, the Belarusian language and Belarusian-

Russian mixed speech) should also be taken into account.

10
https://president.gov.by/ru/events/shestoe-vsebelorusskoe-narodnoe-sobranie/. This statement does not

have any proof and is based on the texts that Tikhanovskaya and the members of her team had no
relation to, see more in the article of Warditz/Goritskaya (2021, p. 38–39).
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Our research shows that current mass protests in Belarus are primarily

Russian-speaking, which in particular is reflected in the language of picket

signs in times of the largest protest events (994 signs in Russian, 197 in

Belarusian, 83 in English, 17 in Belarusian-Russian mixed speech; other

languages are represented by fewer picket signs). The same results, though

with less data, were acquired by Andrej Zinkevič and Marija Katažina Prenner 

(2021: 85). According to our observations, over time the percentage of picket

signs in foreign languages increases. As with the termination of protest

marches in Belarus, there are also fewer picket signs created within the

country, however the number of picket signs outside the country increases.

At the same time, Belarusian takes on a symbolic function, as it – along

with the white-red-white flag – not only becomes the marker of the Belarusian

nation, but also one of the protest symbols. ⠀⠀

3. Lexical features of Belarusian Russian in the context of political
crisis

Lexical innovations (including nonce words and multi-word expressions)

reflect the time of political turbulence. According to the data of Elena

Lukašanec (in print), the number of neologisms that appeared in the Belarusian

variety of Russian in connection with the political events of 2020, is estimated

at around 130 words and word combinations. The elections of 2020 became a

prominent event in Belarusian history, which intensified the creative capacity

of the language (see also Dubasova 2021, Kiklevič/Potexina 2021, 

Zinkevič/Prenner 2021) and enriched the Belarusian Russian language leading 

to the creation of new words and the revival of some old ones to name the

current concepts.

The main semantic groups of such words and expressions include names

for: protesters (protestun, bastun, borcun, zmagar), Alexander Lukashenko

(tarakan, peresident) or his supporters (jabat’ka/jabac’ka, trexprocentnik), security

forces trying to suppress the protests (slaboviki, nasiloviki, krasaucy/krysavcy,

olivki, masliny, tixari, kosmonavty), elements of the protest movement (zmagaryč

‘a white-red-white dragon’, lenty ‘white-red-white ribbons’, bčb ‘white-red-

white flag’), etc.

Not only is Russian the source of innovations in times of political crisis,

but Belarusian Russian is also enhanced due to some new contact-induced

phenomena that originate from the Belarusian-Russian language continuum.

An example of a hybrid unit can be žyvemobil’, the name of a white-red car,
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derived from the Belarusian motto Žyve Belarus’ ‘Long live Belarus‚ – one of the

protest symbols.

Elena Lukašanec (in print) notes that among neologisms emerging in

Russian in 2020-21, there are few borrowings from Belarusian. However,

according to our observations, political texts of this period written in Russian

contain lots of Belarusian words and word combinations (not considered

neologisms) that mark important phenomena. Some examples from the

speeches of protest movement representatives:

Natalya Dulina: Letom 2020 goda slučilos’ neverojatnoe. Belorus, vskočiv s 

taburetki, zajavil: “tak ne trèba!” i stal dejstvovat’. Prisuščee nam “spačuvanne” –

skromnoe, nepokaznoe – neožidanno dlja nas samix vytesnjaet mnogoletnjuju

“abyjakavasc’”, i my vdrug načinaem gordit’sja drug drugom i ispytyvat’ to, čto v 

našem jazyke oboznačaetsja drugim slovom: “hodnasc’”. Takim že ëmkim i

mnogogrannym. I takim že trudnoobjasnimym11 –

[In the summer of 2020 the unbelievable happened. A Belarusian jumped

from the stool and stated: “tak ne trèba!” ‘we don’t need this’. And it all

started. Our deep-seated spačuvanne ‘compassion’, so modest and humble,

unexpectedly for all of us pushes the long-standing abyjakavasc’

‘indifference’ and we suddenly start to be proud of each other and to feel

something that is called hodnasc’, ‘dignity’ in Belarusian. This word is also

concise and multidimensional and is also difficult to explain.]

Vadim Prokopiev: Est’ krasivoe belarusskoe slovo “pagarda”, kotoromu očen’ 

složno najti četkoe opredelenie v russkom jazyke. Èto takaja smes’ krajnego 

prezrenija, čuvstva brezglivosti i ottorženija… Čto my delaem – ne žmem ruku pri 

vstreče. Èto psixologičeski ne tak prosto, kak kažetsja na pervyj vzgljad… Spokojno. 

Z pagardaj. Čtoby ix pronjalo. Oni nerukopožatnye. Oni sami sebja opustili. Teper’ 

rukopožatie nužno zaslužit’, dlja načala xotja by otmyt’ ruki ot krovi12 –

[There is a beautiful Belarusian word, pagarda which is difficult to define

precisely in Russian. It is a mixture of the extreme contempt, disgust, and

rejection... What we do - we do not shake hands when we meet. It is not as

easy as it may seem... Calmly. With pagarda. For them to feel it. They are not

to shake hands. They have brought themselves down. Now they should earn

a handshake, at least to wash blood off their hands first.].

11
https://www.dw.com/ru/o-neveragodnyh-belorusah-i-chelovecheskom-vybore/a-57879530 [acc. 12.12.2021]

12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNyhUp15EfM [acc. 12.12.2021].
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We suppose that the innovations that reflect the political crisis are

formed in the bilingual Belarusian communicative space, not in the isolated

systems of the Belarusian or Russian languages.

Some new words are rarely used and will hardly stay in Belarusian

Russian. For example, the names of unique objects, such as the above

mentioned žyvemobil’ or evaljucija as a synonym of revolution – from the name of

“Eve”, the painting of Chaïm Soutine, which became the symbol of peaceful

protest. The word was used in the summer of 2020 but is almost forgotten now.

Other words and multi-word expressions start to be used more widely.

For example, this includes the word jabat’ka/jabac’ka – the name of

Lukashenko’s supporters. This word came from the motto and hashtag Ja/My

bat’ka ‘I/we are father’, which sounds similar to a Russian swear word. This

word is gaining new derivational links: jabat’kovskij ‘adjective from jabat’ka’,

jabating ‘meeting of Lukashenko’s supporters’, etc.

The times of political turbulence led to changes in the semantics and

pragmatics of language units. For example, in the above-mentioned article by

Lukašanec (in print), among the neologisms there is an expression belorus

belorusu belorus. According to our observations, this phrase existed earlier (1),

however, recently it has been revived and redefined (2), changing its negative

connotations to positive ones. This indicates changes in public conscience.

(1) Ne zrja pojavilos’ «v ètix vašix Internetax» rasxožee grustnoe slovosočetanie: 

belorus belorusu belorus. Vidimo, rešiv, čto nadejat’sja stoit tol’ko na sebja, mnogie 

ljudi perestali obraščat’ vnimanie na drugix, sčitat’sja xotja by minimal’no s ix 

interesami, uvažat’ bližnego <...> No vopros ostaetsja: daleko li my ujdem v ètoj

vseobščej atmosfere total’nogo ègoizma i ègocentrizma, neverija v drugix i 

nedoverija, zloby na ves’ mir i zavisti?..13 –

[The common sad expression belorus belorusu belorus has appeared “in these

your internets” for good reason. A lot of people have probably decided that

they can only count on themselves, and as a result, stopped paying

attention to others, they do not reckon with their interests, do not respect

the close ones <...> But the question remains: how far will we go in this

general atmosphere of total egoism and egocentrism, lack of confidence in

others and mistrust, anger at the whole world, and envy?].

(2) Vyraženie “belorus belorusu belorus” za poslednij god priobrelo soveršenno

13
https://volkovysknews.by/sotsium/18894-ubej-v-sebe-babu-yagu-ili-pochemu-belorus-belorusu-

belorus/volkovysknews.by/sotsium/18894-ubej-v-sebe-babu-yagu-ili-pochemu-belorus-belorusu-belorus
[acc. 12.12.2021]
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novoe značenie. Spasibo vsem, kto pomog i prodolžaet pomogat’ v ètoj situacii, kto 

podderživaet i ne daet svalit’sja v otčajanie i sožalenija14. –

[The expression “belorus belorusu belorus” has gained a completely new

meaning over the last year, thanks to everyone who has helped and is still

helping in this situation, to those who provide support and do not fall into

despair and regret].

The mass character of the protests influenced the sphere of word usage.

Due to the politicisation of the society, words and word meanings that were

previously used by a narrower circle, for example, bčb ‘white-red-white flag’ or

xapun ‘mass detention’, are now used more broadly, therefore the same word

may be perceived as a neologism or as a word that existed in the language

earlier (this issue is discussed in Lukašanec (in print)). The words that date back

to much earlier events are also actualised. In particular, the word karateli

which was associated with World War II and denoted the participants of

Hitler’s Death Squads15 is now used to name the members of security forces.

4. Reflection of political confrontation in the pragmatics of words

Reflection (sometimes ironic) of actual events makes up an important

part of the protest discourse. An example of this is a Krasnaja zelen’ project16 –

a satirical duo of a Belarusian opera singer Margarita Levčuk and blogger 

Andrej Pauk, who actively use Russian (its Belarusian variety) and Belarusian,

as well as Belarusian-Russian mixed speech which becomes a marker of the

current government, not only Lukashenko. It is interesting, as stigmatisation of

Belarusian-Russian speech was linked to its association with people of lower

social strata (primarily, village residents). However, over time, the new ruling

elites formed, which also led to changes in the associative background of the

mixed speech.

As our work focuses on establishing links between the pro-governmental

and protest discourses, we will now consider the role of intertextual

connections in the formation of words and multi-word expressions that are

important for the current political situation. Intertextual connections play a

14
https://euroradio.fm/ru/zhurnalistka-tatyana-korovenkova-pokinula-belarus [acc. 12.12.2021]

15
In general, the topic of World War II drew much attention in Belarus during 2020-21. It is interesting that

some words are used by the opposing sides with different meanings. F.ex., Lukašanec (in print) shows that
in the pro-governmental discourse the word fašizm usually defines the Wehrmacht soldiers, and the word
nacizm is used for a negative evaluation of the ideology of the protest movement. In the protest discourse,
the word fašizm (and the contaminant lukašizm) is used to name the Lukashenko’s socio-political system,
and the word fašist denotes the security forces that suppress the protests.

16
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtgLk7ekvfcVU0zDotag06PLaIX3UUqpq/ [acc. 12.12.2021]
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significant role in the protest communication, see Dubasova (2021: 136-139),

Kiklevič/Potexina (2021: 291-294) and Zinkevič/Prenner (2021: 91-98). With the 

lack of communication between different political forces, representatives of

the protest movement address their opponents in the texts of picket signs,

songs, etc. In these circumstances, the intertextual connections are essential.

According to Zinkevič and Prenner (2021: 99), about 42.64 % of slogans were 

based on the citations of Alexander Lukashenko and other pro-government

politicians.

A specific speech genre of an intertextual nature - ironic autonecrologue

- was formed. It arose in the spring of 2020, as a reaction to Lukashenko’s

comments about those who passed away because of Corona, where the

deceased were blamed for their own deaths (Norman 2021). From a

sociolinguistic point of view, these texts also deserve attention because they

contain contact-induced phenomena, in particular, mixed speech also used as

an allusion to Lukashenko’s speech.

Intertextual connections are also important to interpret the pragmatics

of some words. Consider, for example, the usage of diminutives with

derogatory semantics (narodec ‘little nation’, buržujčiki ‘little bourgeois’, kučka 

protestujuščix ‘a little bunch of protesters’, etc.). Such items appear in the

speeches of Alexander Lukashenko to express negative attitudes towards the

opposition and protests, and to downplay their importance, after which they

are used (also ironically) in the protest discourse. Other negatively-coloured

words function in the same way (protestun ‘protester’, ovca ‘sheep’, bydlo ‘cattle’

(about people), etc.). The word jabat’ka/jabac’ka, one of the most famous

neologisms of the historical period under discussion, is used both by those who

oppose and by those who support Lukashenko. It is apparent therefore that

there is a difference in pragmatics of the word jabat’ka/jabac’ka in the speech of

people with different political orientations (see Vasilenko 2021: 20,

Kiklevič/Potexina 2021: 290-291). Such pragmatic ambivalence is quite natural 

in the context of society polarisation. In the Belarusian pro-governmental

propaganda, the marker tak nazyvaemyj ‘the so-called’ is often used to show the

change in pragmatics from a positive to a negative one.

The word neverojatnye ‘the unbelievable’ also demonstrates the

ambivalent pragmatics, but in this case the nominative unit initially appeared

in the speech of representatives of the democratic forces. First, it was used by

Maria Kolesnikova and the participants of the protest movement in relation to

Belarusians and was positively coloured. Later, the word also got some negative
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colouring – not only in the speech of Lukashenko’s supporters, but also in the

usage of those who got disappointed with the peaceful protest because of its

inefficiency.

As a result, we can see a close link between the pro-governmental and

protest discourse, where the pragmatically marked allusions become a marker

of ideological confrontation. Quite revealing is that the speech of Alexander

Lukashenko is still largely a source for allusions, including the ones in the

protest discourse. In this regard, it is logical that some representatives of the

protest movement have spoken against citations of Lukashenko’s speeches and

the discussion of the pro-governmental news agenda in general.

5. Conclusion

Prominent historical events led to the intensification of ongoing

linguistic processes and shaped some new trends. The presidential elections of

2020 have become an important point in the formation of the sociolinguistic

situation in Belarus. It is interesting that in their declarations, Alexander

Lukashenko and Svetlana Tikhanovskaya generally have the same views on the

sovereignty of the country and the language policy, which, however, does not

prevent the opposing sides from accusing each other of pursuing the goals

confronting the declared ones. The pro-governmental discourse is based

mostly on the usage of Russian (its Belarusian variety); and although the

language of the protests which followed the elections is primarily Belarusian

Russian, the symbolic role of the Belarusian language in the protest movement

increases.

Belarusian Russian has its specific features at all linguistic levels,

moreover, there is an ongoing separation of the variety from a dominant

(Russian) one, and a continuous growth of metalinguistic awareness of its

speakers. However, the importance of the Belarusian variety of Russian for

identity is constrained by the symbolic function of the Belarusian language.

The events of the second half of 2020-21 caused the intensification of the

creative capacity of Belarusian Russian, which is reflected in the new lexical

items and the actualisation of some old ones used to name the current

concepts. However, not all new items arising at the time of the protests may be

actively used in the future. It is interesting that the innovations arise in the

Belarusian-Russian language continuum, not only in the Russian language

which manifests itself in the new contact-induced formations in Belarusian

Russian.
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In Belarusian society today, there is no real dialogue aimed to solve the

crisis between the political opponents. The analysed data shows that the

opposing sides use the same words, but often with a different meaning.

Different forms of protest movement led to an increased importance of

intertextual connections and facilitated the formation of pragmatic

ambivalence of the words that reflect the political confrontation.
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